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ABSTRACT 
Dariush the first as one of greatest and entrepreneur king in Achaemenian history has done 
great and eminent measures for the people of his land such as establishing meticulous tax 
system. Receiving tax and filling up treasury was not Dariush’s goal. Thus, after developing 
borders, arriving various tribes and groups and establishing empyreal system in Iran, 
opening collection taxes and confirming laws in order to control civilians orders and 
economical control seemed to be essential. Dariush divided lands into agriculture parts and 
determined their taxes after controlling and recording lands and estates and he forced 
every part to pay determined tax every year. The amount of taxes was on the basis of 
delivering products in which every Dehyaveh could be getting in a year. Taxes were 
collected by gathering agents and sent to treasury. During Dariush Kingdome, the amount 
of taxes was justice and one the basis of meticulous audit. This method was one of the most 
important reasons about Dariush’s intelligence as a pensive and competent king. After 
determining the amount taxes, either cash taxes or Taxes goods). He sent unknown agents 
to states of country in order to observe people’s ability for paying taxes. And he reduced 
the amount of taxes if it was more that people’s power. He had understood that triumph 
and happiness of a nation and also the powerful of a Kingdome will be related to suitable 
economic system. For that reason, he tried to reform financial system and appointed 
specialists and loyal persons in order to control and perform orders, thus he controlled 
tranquility and peaceful situation of a country and people while he collect taxes on the best 
method.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Undoubtedly, on the view of great historical record, you cannot find a country as like as Iran. During Iran’s 

incredible history, Achaemenian era is one of the glamorous parts of this history in which famous kings such as 

Cyrus and Daruish the great showed one the most excellent civilizations of human beings to inhabitants of the 

world by their thoughts. Dariush the great operated various measures in order to appoint tranquility for people 

such as establishing taxation system in their Kingdome.  

 Baji vocabulary meaning of tax is obvious on inscription of Achaemenian. Kharag was another word that 

was used during Achaemenianin which probably it used as the presents that ordinary people pay it.Because bazh 

or baji was reffred to main taxes. Kharag was similar to Duray( a Greek vocabulary ) in which its time and 

amount  was specific during Dariush the great.  

 The king had to impose tax toward servitors in order to continue political, economic and military 

government for construction and improvement. It can be said that central government defended people’s rights 

and created security instead of gaining taxes. Thus, Dariush the great assigned taxes for different regions on the 

basis of their conditions.  Tax during Dariush empire had a great discipline and followed countries that was 

named a s the states paid various taxes such as money ,silver or golden billion on the basis of their population 

Condition, situation, product and financial ability. Governors-general were responsible for receiving taxes and 

paying them to central government. 

 

The process of receiving tax during Dariush the first: 

 Dariush the great divided Achaemenian territory into 20 states by the name of satrap and a governor satrap 

control a city . He determined fixed tax for every nation and for this purpose announced neighbor tribes as a one 

nation and classified some of nations with other people in one group who were far away from capital. Talan 
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Babylon and Talan Ayoboea were calculation of standard  for nations who paid tax in silver of gold, 

respectively.  

 There was not a regular system tax during Cyrus and Cambyses but nations and people paid presets and 

gifts. For that reason people said that Dariush is a businessman, Cambyses is a dictator and Cyrus treats as a 

father. Because Dariush got tax from all the people, Cambyses was a violent man and Cyrus was kind. It can be 

said that other country such as Greeks gave Dariush this title. According to Herodotus’s texts He wrote a list 

from 20 states where paid silver as the tax based Talan unit as follow: 

 1 Ionian and Central Magnet, the Carian and Luki, the Mlty and Pamfyly as the incipient satrap in the total 

of 400 silver Talans 

  2
nd

 satrap consisted of Musyays and Ludiays and Lawsons, Kabolian and Hittites where paid 500 Talans 

 3-
rd

 satrap as the residents on the right bank of Hlspont, Frogiays , Asian Turkish, Syrian and  Marandduha 

in which paid 360 Talans.  

 4 kilckies was forth satrap in which had to paid 360 white horses. It means that one horse for every day and 

500 silver Talans. 140 Talans was dedicated in cavalry carrions where were located in Cilicia.  

  5
th

 satrap was a region from Puzydyon to Egypt consisted of Phoenicia ،Syria as the Palestine and Cyprus 

in which paid 350 Talans , irrespective of Arabic occupied rejoin that didn’t pay tax. 

 6
th

 satrap as the Egypt, Libyan (Egyptian neighbor) Sysrin and Burka, 700 Talans 

  7
th

 satrap as the Satagods, Gndary, Dadykh and apparatus paid 170 Talans, totally 

 8
th

 satrap as the residents of Susa and the rest of suseks 300 Talans 

 9
th

 satrap, Babylon and Assyria where paid 1000 silver Talans and 500 young Eunuchs 

 10
th

 satrap,  Ekbatan and the rest of maad, Parykani, Aortokorpant 450 Talans 

 11
th

 satrap, kasys (near Caspian sea), Pau Scythians, Hot Pant 200 Talans totally 

 12
th

 a region from Bactria to Ogols area 300 Talans 

 13
th

 satrap, Paktov and Armenians and neighbor reigns to Oxin 400 Talans 

 14
th

 Sagarthians, zerangis, Tamanh, Othees،  satrap and islands of Sea Eritrea. In the total of 650 Talans 

 15
th

 satrapScythians and Kasis 250 Talans 

 16
th

 Part , Khwarazmian, Sogdians and Aryan 300 Talans 

 17
th

 satrap, Parykanys and Asian Ethiopia 400 Talans 

 18
th

 satrap, Fmatyen, the Saspyrs, Larvdy 300 talans 

 19
th

 satrap, Mocek, the Tybarny , Makrvns, and Maars  300 talans 

 20
th

 satrap, Indian as the most population tribe in which had to pay 360 golden soils Talans.  

 Dariush was needed establishing regular income funds in order to build Susa and Persepolis as the new 

capitals, military massive campaign and other necessities of court. Thus, financial withdraw was begun since 

Dariush the great. Probably, new tribute was received in 517 and 518 B.C. after 522 B.C. that Bardia had been 

set up Tax exemption. Herodotus began his list from jounieh that it is opposite from Achaemenian inscriptions 

that began its list from the bottom of empire. Pierre believes that Herodotus didn’t divide burgher in the correct 

way. According to Dariush’s list in bistoon, he announced pars in first rank and put Mekaad in the last. It is 

proved that Herodotus has not placed all the Iranian empire in his own list, thus. It is not a taxation list however. 

Some attributed mentioned list to Dariush the great.  

 Classic texts present two paradoxical features from the important role f Achaemenian taxes. A group talks 

about mediate method of Dariush in order to get tax while other reflects very heavy and intolerable tax. For that 

reason these types of words will offer 2 feature of king: a kind and justice man 2. Businessman. It can be said 

that the method of tax has not changed during history; however every king could establish new taxes in their 

empire. Treasurer was an important rank during Achaemenian treasurer means Ganzbareh  in ancient Farsi.  

Treasurer was responsible of 19 treasuries whole the country. And lot of specialist and trained people in 

financial orders, Accounting and auditing worked in treasuries. Treasuries were responsible of direct control and 

observe in production of goods in addition to collecting and storing both of properties and pecuniary assets. The 

number of workers in treasuries was different. , ، chotihaveh  , kerkish and  Bartehkameh were 3 famous 

treasurers of Daruish the great who made incredible revolution in financial system , Accounting and Auditing. 

As a result, organizing states, determine the number of states and the amount of tax was Daruish’s action. By 

using former Bureaucracy, he divided iranshahr (country of iran) into great satrap and each satrap had a 

governor. Each satrap should be pay determined tribute. Satrap was charge of collecting tax and tribute from 

every state. Gathering taxes either Cash or non-cash, was their duty. It can be said that small tribes were joined 

to big part. The center of satrap was as like as a small sample of empire in which collected tax and tribute store 

there and a part of them sent to capital and other part used in order to supply satrap and servitors’ wants. A 

group of tribute was goods and product in which could be used directly in order to feed and control situation of 

local garrisons. For example the soldiers of Daralfantyn received certain diet and rations for their families. The 

workers of Persepolis religion received goods rations from Royal warehouses. Either Tribute or tax were 

received in the form of Precious metals such as silver and stored for exceptional costs. Dariush the great had 

determined the amount of taxes on the basis of the type of products, the quality of products, various climates and 
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the rate of delivery products of crop. In fact, he performed Measures in order to control satrap and prevent them 

for increasing the amount of tax .as a result, Dariush the great continuously thought about relief and peaceful 

situation for all the people. In addition he determined the amount of gifts that tribes sent to their own desire. 

During Achaemenian various weight, scale and criterion were available such as module king that was used since 

Nebuchadnezzar era as the Babylon king. Before Dariush Empire, different modules were used in satraps and 

every state has a special module in their territory. But during Dariush only module king was legal. Arash king 

was another unit that was a ruler made of black lime with 18 inch in length and Dariush name was caved on it. 

Karsheh was another unit was equal to 11 kilograms. Helor was the smallest weight 10 helors were equal to one 

Charak. 4 charaks were one SHakal and 10 SHakals were acoounted one Karsheh. 

 Dariush minted coin in order to flourish and develop business and commercial by the name of Derick that 

was made of 98 % pure golden. Other coins was evaluated based on king coin, minting golden coin was under 

great king authorities. Various coins were available in order to develop trade and marketing such as coins of 

satraps, state coins with king’s picture and local coins. Paying tax was on the basis of silver and gold was 

belonged to government. During wars and campaigns satraps minted silver and copper coins in order to pay 

solders’ salaries in many cities such as Phoenicia, kelikis and other commercial cities. Golden billion were 

stored in treasure and when the king ordered, they minted coin. Herodotus separated Arab, Ethiopian and 

Klshydis as the gift givers from other tribes who lived in beyond of borders. Gift givers determined tribute for 

themselves. In other word, the amount of tribute was voluntarily determined tribute and it was the main 

difference between them and Tributary tribes. Another reason, the amount of paying was different on the basis 

of gift (every one year, every two years, and every four years.) and also the amount of their paying was on the 

basis of gross product not silver Talan. In fact gift givers had not duty to pay tribute and Achaemenian 

Bureaucracy had not determined tax toward them but received gifts and offers. There were not integrated 

infrastructure during Achaemenian and tax collection system was not massive. Babylon and Egypt has an 

advanced Bureaucracy system and Iranians kept their system. Egypt after occupying by Iranians’ soldiers kept 

traditional state system by the name of Noha and each state had a governor (Faratarak) and a treasurer. The 

majority of famous Persians and experienced soldiers of Iranian army got Tiols on the condition that they offer 

military forces in the time of war, although they could compensate their duty by paying money. Although, 

Dariush excused a group of special dynasties of paying tax who helped him in order to overcome Geomateh, but 

they were in minority. Because the tablets of Persepolis indicate that Persians in Persian lands have paid tax and 

tribute these tablets referred to agents and tax employees as the Bazikeh reh by the meaning of Recipient’s 

cereals consists of various amount of barely and seeds and on time, gave Tenants of estates the amount of seeds 

After that Makers tribute in which its title is composed of Elimate and traditional Farsi. They get goat and sheep 

tribute from different villages under higher employees’ control. In fact, they were Recipients tax of villages’. 

Recipients of land tax are obvious in which collecting barley and oil were their duties. According to 

Administrative Court of the King type of tax was more important that used directly such as barely, fruits, date, 

Walnut, oil, goat, sheep, cow, horse and skins of slaughtered animals. It can be said that female names were 

obvious between tax payers who were either Livestock or property owners. Actually, administrative court 

determined the amount of tax on the basis of large property and a copy or a list of taxable people and their 

properties either in tax areas and Persepolis. Census system was current in addition to statistics owners and their 

properties for determining the amount of taxes. Taxes population, also, was current in order to for Recruitment 

and a particular control was applied. In order to confirm statements, another group of employee’s controlled 

orders and searched facts. The title of employees was the sign of name and the amount of tax. For example, ten-

one referred to patiseh employee who was usually on trip. Observed documents indicate that the amounts of 

taxes were 1/10 in which patiseh and his colleagues collected them. kesure was another type of tax. The amount 

of kesure was 1/30
th

 and 1/10
th

 for barley and wine, respectively that was got in addition to common tax. 

According to documents, kesure was dedicated to either royal properties or private part estates. Tributary tribes 

sent many gifts in addition to tributes and they tried to keep their credits in court. For example, Indians sent 

animals, clothes, perfume, etc. in addition to tribute.it can be said that offering was a current and common 

custom and private person did it. This note is important that the relationship between kings and Persian was not 

comparable to Arabs, Ethiopian slaves and Klshydyns.when king came to Persepolis. He gave some presents to 

Persians and ventures  . Even he gave ventures  some gifts instead of their presents while other tribes had not 

similar situations. Thus Herodotus divided Persians into tributary tribes and gift givers.  Gift givers should 

regularly pay their presents.in fact Detection and Estimation of king made a difference between a gift and a tax, 

not its nature, material, payable tax collection or cyclical time of paying tax. Detection and estimation was based 

on a custom and everyone knew it and nobody could refuse it. In addition there were a group of taxes that king 

got them as well as Prescript taxes as follow: 

 Taxes and customs duties, important posts customs observed import and export goods and products whole 

the empire. These posts were placed in important border cities and in western north of empire in several satrap 

such as kidvari in lidi and  Karieh border. In which the amount of tax was accounted in the time of Arrivals and 

Departures and deposited into royal treasury.  
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 tax withdraw from thousand Talans of Arabic Frankincense as a tax or tribute in which government earned 

them from commercial benefits of exchange good and products between Palestine and Arabia land tax and 

market tax, charge of herds taxes that was determined for persons as the Individual tax, charges of Artisans and 

also income tax of mines were another types of tax and tribute during Dariush the great. 

 

Conclusion: 

 By the way, Dariush the great ruled and governed a massive territory. His empire needed security, Peace 

and rest. He could improve and reform tax system by using previous kings’ experiences and modern system. 

Thus people lived in peace and rest and paid tax and tribute willingly, because they understood that king tried to 

create and establish a peaceful country instead of collecting tax. Dariush the great placed specialists and 

determined divided amount of taxes on the basis of people’s abilities. as a result he could gain his goals in this 

was, he tried to dedicate taxes for various ands on the basis of their standards and criterions in which people 

never tolerated troubles and they paid money based on justice.in fact Dariush’s aim was Gaining popularity and 

respect in order to prevent riots against central government . As a result he was an open minded, eminent 

Economist and also a legislative, sponsor and institutor. He had completely understood that strength of a empire, 

and a nation’s triumph will be on the basis of healthy economic and people’s satisfaction. For that reason he 

reformed financial system by establishing a tax system and developing it whole the country. Undoubtedly, the 

greatest part of Dariush power referred to his observation, control and individual financial and administrative 

and Bureaucracy. Regular Accounting system which accounted treasury of country every year and types of taxes 

that Daruish the great establish during his empire was kept unchangeable until the end of Achaemenian empire. 

God bless him/ 
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